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Let m be a dynamical system on the space of probability measures AI( 
and let A+(y) be the positive limit set for p E AI(W), where y has compact 
support K C Rd. The main result of this paper states that 
support of A+(v) C u support of A+(S3, 
ZEK 
where 6, is the Dirac measure at point x. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By a dynamical system on the space of probability measures AI( 
we mean a map m: Rf x AI -+ AI( Rf = (x : x > 0}, satisfying 
the following three properties: 
(i) m(0, ‘p) = F for all v E AI( 
(ii) m(t + s, ‘p) = m(t, m(s, cp)), for all t, s > 0, 9) E AI( 
(iii) m is continuous, where AI has the weak topology, i.e., for 
{cpn> C ~,W)> 
9% * 9, E Jkl;(W ifl %(f) -+ df) for all fg C&P) 
the space of bounded continuous functions on Rd. 
We note that ..Ml(Rd) with the weak topology is a metric space with metric p. 
Let 9 = (8, : x E R*}, then (9, p) is homeomorphic to (Rd, Euclidean 
metric) [4]. Thus, solutions of the differential equation R = f(x), wheref(x) 
is Lipschitz continuous, generate a dynamical system on &s%‘~(R~), p). Also, 
a large class of stationary Markov processes, namely, the diffusions, satisfy 
the properties of a dynamical system on @Yl(Rd), p) [3]. 
In the study of the stability properties of stationary Markov processes, 
it is important to know where the random variable xt( ) are tending. Kushner 
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[l] has shown that, for a large class of processes, the positive limit set of 
probability measures defines a set (the support of this set of probability 
measures) to which the process converges with probability one, and which 
is often smaller than the set obtained by using stochastic Lyapunov functions. 
In this paper we shall study the support of A+(v) and prove that it is 
contained in the closure of IJSEK support .A+(&), where K compact is the 
support of p. For a dynamical system generated by the transition density 
function p(t, x, y), which is a solution of the forward and backward 
Kolomogorov equations, it may be possible to get bounds on A+(&); by 
means of the above result, we can then obtain bounds on the support of 
A+(F). The result might also prove useful in the study of dynamical systems 
having a degenerate differential generator. 
2. SUPPORTS OF POSITIVE LIMIT SETS 
Let m be a dynamical system on (A,(P), p); let 
and let 2, = (m(t, p) : t 2 O}. By the support of 4 E AI( written s(#), 
we mean the smallest closed set C C Rd such that $(Cc) = 0, where Cc is the 
complement of C. Equivalently, 
s(t)) = {x E Rd : @v(x)) > 0 f or all neighborhoods N(x) of x}. 
The support of a set of probability measure Q C AI is written as 
s(Q) = U G4. 
1160 
From now on we assume that the dynamical system m is generated by the 
Markov transition operator P(t, x, r), where I’ E 3(Rd), the Bore1 u-algebra 
of Rd, through 
We shall also assume that 2, is weakly compact. This is certainly true for 
processes on a compact set of Rd and for process stopped on the boundary 
of a compact set. On R”, the compactness of z, is determined by the character 
of P(t, x, *). 
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LEMMA 1. Let 2, be weakly compact for all y.~ E AI(Rd). Let 
where ai 2 0, i = l,..., r and& ai = 1. Then 
n+(7) C i d+&J 
i-1 
a?ld 
Proof. Since T = g=, a& , 
m(4 7) = S, W, 5 9 7(W 
= s Rd mk h) 7(4 = i aim@, h,). i=l 
Let $ E A+(T). Then 3{tn} t CQ such that m(t, , 7) =s # as n-+ 03, i.e., 
Consider the set (m(t, , S,,) : t, > O}. Since 
W, , S,): t, 2 01 C -Ga, , 
it is weakly compact and there exists a subsequence {ta’> C {t,,} such that 
m(tY, %J 3 A E A#). 
{m(tP), So,): t:) > 0} 
is weakly compact, there exists a further subsequence {t:)} C {tc)} such that 
m(C), 8%) 3 lcIz E Al(@). 
In this manner, for each i = 1,2 ,..., I, we can find a time sequence {tt’} such 
that 
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i.e., & E A+(&.). Let & = tc’, then {&n) C {t!‘} for all i = l,..., r. Thus 
m(f92 , SZJ =+ (bi , i = 1, 2 ,..., Y, 
since any subsequence of a convergent sequence converges to the same point, 
and we have 
But, from (I), 
since (&} C it%}. Hence 
and 
since #i E A+(&). But 1,4 E A+(y). Therefore 
A+(T) C i aiA+(S2,). 
i=l 
To prove the last statement, let # E A+(r)). Then 
*i E A+(sizJ3 i = I,..., 7. (4 
Ifs(#) @ Ui=, s(&), there exists x E ~(4) such that x 6 s(&) for all i = l,..., r, 
i.e., 3{Ni(X))6, such that $,(Ni(X)) = 0 for all i = I,..., r. 
Let N(x) = &, iV&). Then, since N(X) is a neighborhood of X, and 
x E 44, WW)) > 0. But, by (2>1 
which is a contradiction. Hence 
4+) c ij 4$i> 
i=l 
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and 
for all # E A+(,). 
Hence 
s(A’(7)) c i, s(~+PzJ Q.E.D. 
i=l 
Below we shall need a topology on the weakly compact subsets of 
(~l(W, P )* 
DEFINITION 1. Let (X, p) be a metric space and let Z be the set of all 
non-empty compact subsets of X. For (A, B) ES x .I%, define 
p(x, B) = inf(p(x, y) : y E B), 
d(A, B) = sup{& B) : x E A), 
h(A, B) = max{d(A, B), d(B, A)}. 
h is a metric on ~7, called the Hausdorff metric [5]. 
Now let S be the weakly compact subsets of (AI(P), p), and let ~7 have 
the metric h. 
DEFINITION 2. Given the dynamical system m on (AI(P), p), v E A?,(P) 
is weakly stable if for any E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that p(\L, q~) < 6 
implies 
for all t > t, > 0. 
LEMMA 2. Given a dynamical system m on (.M,(Rd), p) such that for each 
4p c AI( Z, is weakly compact. Assume further that q~ is weakly stable for 
each 9) E AI( Then the map q~ ++ A+(q) from (AI( p) ++ (X, h) is 
continuous. 
Proof. Recall that 
z, = z, 0 &+p). 
A+(v) is a weakly closed set [2, p. 311. Therefore, since Z, is weakly compact, 
A+(p) is non-empty and weakly compact, so the map v ti A+(v) is well 
defined. 
We must show that p(~~ , ‘p) -+ 0 as n -+ co implies h(A+(v,,), A+(y)) + 0 
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as n -+ 00. Suppose this is not true. Then there exists E > 0 and a sequence 
(Pi} CAlI such that p(~~, F) --t 0 as n + co, and 
w+o?%J, A+(d) 2 E > 0, for all n, 
i.e., 
maxW+(cp,), ~+(cph W+(9)), ~+h))> 2 6 for all 12. 
Then there exists a subsequence {n’j C (n} such that either 
w+h)9 n+(d) b E9 for all n’, 
or 
w+m, -4+b%J> 2 EP for all n’. 
Assume the former and relable, n’ to n. Then, by the definition of d, 
suPHI& 9 A’(v)) : #n E J+?%z)~ > 62 for all 72. 
For each n, the map p(., n+(p)) : A+(pl,) H R is continuous. Since (I+(& 
is weakly compact, there exists I& E A+(v,J such that 
PCll;n 9 ~+(94) = suP&(!k 9 A*(9)) : #n E -4’(%a)>. 
Thus, there exists a sequence ($,J C AI such that 
P(& 3 A+(d) 2 5 for all n. 
Let n be arbitrary and fixed. Since & E A+(& there exists {ty’} t 0~) such 
that 
+i’“‘, %a) =+- 6 * 
Since 2, is weakly compact and 
(m(t:“‘, cp): tp > O} c Em ) 
there exists a subsequence {fin)} C {t,!n’} such that 
m@), cp) =-G- $b En+(p). 
Furthermore, 
?n(ff”) fp 3 T n ) 3 $5 * E A+(p, ) V%- 
Now 
(3) 
(4) 
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Since 2, is a stable trajectory, given any E > 0, we can choose n large enough, 
say N, so that 
P(W, cp), m(t, WI) -c E/3> for all t >, to . 
By (3) and (4) we can find t’ 3 t, so that 
P(h W’, rp)) < E/3 and PC$N > w, VN)) < r/3- 
Hence, for ZjN) 2 t’, we have 
P@N 9 4) -c c* 
But 
Therefore 
Pc?N , n+(d) < E 
and, since 
d$N 9 n+(d) = s”P~p(~N 9 A+(d) : hl E n+(,N)> = d(A+(%f), n+(v)), 
then 
which is a contradiction. 
Had we assumed that d(A+(cp), A+(y,)) > E > 0 for all n, the same 
procedure would have also lead to a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Let C be a compact Hausdorff space, then MI(C) is convex and weakly 
compact [4]. Since the extreme points of AI(C) are the Dirac measures, 
the set of all sums ~~~l a& , a, > 0, gsz ai = 1, is weakly dense in &r(C), 
by the Krein-Millman Theorem [6]. 
Let (p E&~(C) be fixed. Then there exists a sequence -&} CAI(C), 
Pn = ICI a& , ai > 0, SF, ai = I, such that vn + 9 as PZ -+ co. From 
Lemma 1, we know that 
a+(%>) c 6 4~+(*3,>) (5) 
i-l 
LEMMA 3. Let {~J,J and ‘p be us in the above paragraph. Then 
,uzl~(/i+bn)) ’ 4n+(d)* 
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Proof. By Lemma 2, we know that fl+(vJ 3 cl+(v) as n + co. Let 
Q = &r @I+(&). We claim that Q-3 s(fl+(y)). Assume this is not true, 
i.e., there exists x E s(rl+(q~)) but x $ Q. Let N be a closed set such that 
NI Q and {x} n N = 0. Define f E es(P) such that f = 0 on Q and 
f > 1 on NC. 
Since x E @+(pl)) = Ullen+trn) s(4), there exists some I/ E A+(p) such 
that x ES(#), i.e., #(N(x)) > 0 for all N(x) of X. Since il+(~~) -% n+(v) 
there exists {&}, I/, E A+(q+J such that & =P- # as n -+ co. By the definition 
of Q, &(f) = 0, for all n > 1, while #(f) > 0. Hence z&(f) ++ #(f) as 
n + co, i.e., 
*n + * as n-+co. 
Contradiction. Hence 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM. 
Proof. From (5), we have 
since (xi} C s(v) = K compact CRd. Also 
and 
By Lemma 3, we have 
Q.E.D. 
Note. Let zct be a diffusion process [3, Chapter 5, Section 61, with 
semigroup Tt . Then T&(Rd) C C,,(Rd) and [ Ttf(x)[ ---f 0 as t -+ co for 
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f E C’s(P).1 We claim that the dynamical system generated by xt satisfies 
Definition 2. To see this, let ‘p E AI and let {an} C AI converge 
weakly to q~ Let f E CO(Rd). Then 
Since Ttf (x) --t 0 as t + co, given any E > 0, we can find an interval 
[0, T] such that for t > T, 
Then 
I TtfW < c/4. 
I 44 PDF> - m(t, d(f)l G sup / l &[O,r] Rd Ttf(x)[~n(dx) - dW1 1 + (4) 
Since Ttf E CO(Rd) and (Ttf)( x is continuous in t on the compact interval ) 
[O, T], we can find N large enough such that 71 > N makes the first term 
on the right-hand side less than r/2. Thus, 
I 44 9Jn>(f> - m(t, d(f )I < Et 
for all t >, 0, and we are through. 
Observe that, since the above analysis is true for all f e CO(Rd), it is also 
true for all f E Cs(Rd). 
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